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The death of a family friend brings a father and son to 

the intoxicating city of New Orleans. Amidst the colorful 

vibrance of the city, strained relationships unravel, forcing them to bury the past 

and let go of the present in order to rebuild their future.

LOGLINE

SYNOPSIS
Billy is struggling to save the on-again, off-again relationship with his live-in girlfriend, 

Emily when he gets a call from his father, another on-again, off-again relationship. 

Often controlling and always overbearing, his father has bought a ticket for Billy to 

join him in New Orleans for the funeral of a close family friend.    But the struggling 
musician can’t:    He has to stay in town for a possible meeting with a London-based 

producer which could be his big break.    His father insists he join him in the city that 

holds so much family history.    Billy grudgingly boards a plane and heads to the Big 
Easy. 

Once there, Billy and his father open up to each other slowly and reluctantly share 

their women problems. Both men are in bad relationships and can’t let go. 

Eventually, they get to the center of their own rocky 

past and things heat up.    When Billy misses his only 

chance to meet with the producer because he in New 

Orleans, he blames his father for this, and everything else that has 

gone wrong with his life leading up to it. 
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They both struggle to find common ground and ultimately gain their footing, realizing 

that despite their differences, they have more in common than either would like to 

admit.  Through it all, the two find a way to bury the past, work through the present, 
and forge ahead into 

an unpredictable yet 

promising future, side by 

side.

The Jazz Funeral is 

directed by Jesse Rosen 

a n d s t a r s BOBB Y 

CAMPO as “B i l l y ,” 

JAMES MORRISON as 

“Nick” his father, and MAIARA WALSH as “Emily” his girlfriend, along with DEE 

WALLACE and RENE LE VANT.  The film is based on a true story.



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
“The Jazz Funeral” is an extremely personal film. I was in the midst of a seriously up 

and seriously down relationship, while my father was on the verge of his second 

divorce. So he cooked up a trip for us to New Orleans for JazzFest. It was my first 

time in the Crescent City and I instantly fell in love.

At the time, I was coming into my own, and too 

stubborn to hear his realistic advice on love (He wasn’t 

the best person to give it). He was trying to tell me 

that sometimes it just doesn’t work, but I couldn’t 

believe it. It just so happens, that this time, he was 

right. By the end of the trip, I remember saying to 

him that I’ve got my next movie idea.

“What is it?,” he replied. – “This.”

From the start, I did my best to write the most sincere, honest 

portrayal of my father and me I could, in hopes that 

other fathers and sons would see themselves in 

our relationship, and maybe, just 

maybe, see things more clearly. I   

had never seen a father-son 

film that encapsulated a 

relationship like ours and 

that’s when I knew I had to 

make it. My goal with this film was for someone to 
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see it, leave the theatre (or couch), and call their father.

The resiliency and spirit of New Orleans is like no other. I knew during my first trip in 

2006, that the city was the perfect backdrop. The city was healing, putting itself 

back together after the tragedy of Katrina and I saw an obvious parallel with a 

father and son seeking to do the same with their personal lives.

Working there was a dream, and the city could have not been more welcoming.    I’ll 
be forever grateful. 
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JAMES MORRISON (Nick)

James Morrison is perhaps best known for his starring role 

in FOX’s long-lived show “24” and currently can be seen 

on Lifetime’s “Those Who Kill” with Chloe Sevigny. He 

wrote and directed the short film “Parking” which 

screened at twenty film festivals world-wide winning Best 

Short Film at both Northampton and Slamdance Film 

Festivals. “Parking” aired on the Sundance Channel 

for 18 months.   Other short films in which he starred 

include “The Slippery Slope,” “The Gable 5,” 

“Silence,” “Leo,” “The Key,” “Crossing,” “Nude 

Descending” and “Desert Cross.”

Morrison’s film and television work is eclectic and varied.  His film credits 

include “I Am I,” “Finding Hope,” “Raspberry Magic,” “Reflections,” 

“American Gun,” “Jarhead,” “Wilderness Survival for Girls,” “Catch 

Me If You Can,” “The One,” “Shadows of the Past,” “Shadow of 

Doubt” and “Falling Down.”  Television credits include the critically lauded 

“Those Who Kill,” “Blue,” the series hits “Revenge,” “The Exes,” “The 

Mentalist” and “Numb3rs.”

CAST

His latest documentary “Showing Up” focuses on the actor’s audition.  He 

will co-star in the thriller “Packwood” scheduled for release early next 

year and plays Captain Rollinson in “Precision” due out later this year.



A filmmaker, playwright, poet, actor, singer/songwriter and yoga teacher, James 

Morrison began his acting career as a clown and wire-walker for the Carson and 

Barnes Wild Animal Circus. He apprenticed with the Alaska Repertory Theatre and has 

appeared at some of America’s foremost theaters.

A recipient of the Los Angeles Drama 

Critics Circle Award for Outstanding 

Performance and three Drama-Logue 

Awards, he appeared in Emily Mann’s 

“Still Life” at the West End’s Donmar 

Warehouse, Riverside Studios and The 

Edinburgh Festival at the Traverse 

Theatre. His radio credits include the 

KCRW, L.A.TheatreWorks production of “The Rainmaker” with the cast of the 

Broadway revival, the NPR and BBC co-production of Julius Caesar and the NPR 

production of “Ruby McCollum” in which he stars as William Bradford Huie.
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BOBBY CAMPO (Billy)

Bobby Campo is perhaps best known for his starring 

role of ‘Nick’ in the feature film “The Final Destination” 

and for his recurring role as ‘Max’ on the supernatural 

TV drama “Being Human.”  He will be seen later this 

year in the thriller “Starve.” 

Born Robert Joseph Camposecco in Wheeling, West 

Virginia, Campo was raised in St. Petersburg, 

Florida.  The son of a makeup artist to celebrities (his mom), and 

the grandson of a famed local radio personality, Bobby was no stranger to the 

world of entertainment when he decided on a career in acting. He made his debut 

in 2005 in “Vampire Bats” at the age of 22 and never stopped acting.  Other 

films include “General Education,” “Séance: The Summoning,” “99” and the short 

films “A Conversation About Cheating with My Time Travelling Future Self,” 

“Patti,””Queen,” and “Coffee and Cream.”  

Campo’s television work is extensive and includes the TV Movies “Snow Bride,” “Love’s 

Christmas Journey” and “Katrina” along with the series “Masters of Sex,” “Grey’s 

Anatomy,” “Audrey,” “CSI: Miami,” “Law & Order,” “Mental,” “Greek,” “South 

Beach” and the video “Legally Blonde.”
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MAIARA WALSH (Emily)
     Maiara Walsh is perhaps best known for her 

role of ‘Ana Solis’ on the hit ABC show, 

“Desperate Housewives” and as ‘Meena 

Paroom’ on the Disney Channel sitcom 

“Cory in the House.”  Other television 

credits include the CW’s “The Vampire 

Diaries” as ‘Sarah,’ and “Mean Girls 

2” as ‘Mandi Weatherly.’ She currently 

co-stars as ‘Simone Sinclair’ on ABC’s 

“Switched at Birth.”

Walsh will be seen later this year in the thriller “Vanish” in which she stars as a 

kidnapped young woman forced on a road trip full of murder and mayhem that 

takes place entirely in her captor’s getaway van.  Other films include “A Chance of 

Rain,” “Glitch,” and “Summer Camp.”
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DEE WALLACE (Maggie)

Dee Wallace has appeared in over 85 films, yet 

remains most recognized worldwide for her 

outstanding role as Elliott’s mother in Steven 

Spielberg’s “E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial.” She has 

played key roles in popular cult films including “The 

Hills Have Eyes” and “The Howling” and appeared 

in “The Stepford Wives,” and “10.” 

Wallace will be seen later this year opposite Paul 

Giamatti and John Cusak in the much anticipated 

“Love & Mercy.”  Based on the life of reclusive Beach Boys songwriter and musician 

Brian Wilson, Love & Mercy follows Wilson from his successes with highly-influential 

orchestral pop albums to his nervous breakdown and subsequent encounter with 

controversial therapist Dr. Eugene Landy. 

Wallace is set to star opposite veteran actor Robert Englund in “Death House,” the 

thriller based on The Four Horsemen, the most notorious serial killers of all time and 

“Snow Moon: Cinderella Chronicles Saga” both later this year.  Her other films, 

“Confessions from Philly,” the sci-fi thriller “Ejecta,” “Haunting of Cellblock 11,” and 

“Zomb ie K i l l e r s : E lephan t s 

Graveyard” opposite Billy Zane 

and Mischa Barton will all be 

released later this year.  She 

also stars in the short film 

“Flowers in December.”



EDWARD R. COX (Messr. Darque)
Edward R. Cox is an award-winning director/designer and has 

built an impressive career over the past four decades in the 

fields of theatre, Carnival design, animation and graphic art. His 

lively designs and brilliant artistic interpretations have graced 

the stages of thousands of theatrical stages across the 

country as well as hundreds of Carnival Krewe’s parades 

and ball-masques, Ballets, Operas and many more 

presentations throughout Louisiana and the Gulf Coast.

Edward R. began his theatrical career at an early age and quickly rose to a triple-

threat before turning his attentions to set and costume designs as well as directing 

theatrical productions. He receipt Big Easy Award noms, Storer Boone Awards and 

A.G.G.I. Awards. The Teddy’s Award for Excellence in Children’s Theatre was created 

by the Board of Directors at the venerable Le Petit Theatre du Vieux Carre to 

recognize Edward R.’s achievements in creating and furthering smart, quality family 

entertainment. Most recently, Edward R. resided in Orlando, FL as a full-time Cast 

Member for Walt Disney World Corp, where he performed in shows and parades 

and the character trainer team. He is a major featured Media Performer for 

numerous broadcasts, commercials, film and print media across the globe for the 

corporation including the Annual Christmas Parade broadcasts, Travel Channel and 

Food Channel shows amongst many others. 

He recently returned to New Orleans for “By Jeeves” as ‘Sir Watkyn Bassett.’  Other 

recent theatre includes Disney’s “Beauty and the Beast” as Maurice, Belle’s father.
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JESSE ROSEN (Writer / 
Director)

Jesse Rosen made his feature film debut as 

writer and director with the critically lauded 

“The Art of Being Straight.”   The film, which 

also stars Rosen, centers on ‘John’ after a 

breakup with his girlfriend post-college 

graduation.  After John takes an entry-level 

position, Paul, an executive at the firm, takes a 

special interest in him. Although John always 

swore he was straight, he soon ends up in 

Paul’s bed, and his world is turned upside 

down. “The Art of Being Straight” premiered at Frameline Film Festival and went on 

to win a number of awards including Best First Feature at San Diego Film Fest and 

the Audience Award at GAZE Film Fest in Dublin.  The film, released theatrically 

through Regent Releasing, was met with critical acclaim by NY Times, LA Times, Variety 

and more. 

Rosen graduated from Emerson College where he studied writing, literature and 

publishing.  He relocated to Los Angeles after graduation to pursue his film career.  

His first short film “Hold Music,” which he wrote and directed, was accepted into the 

Sacramento Film Festival and received most positively by audiences and critics 

alike.  Rosen continues to write and direct short films, music videos and 

commercials and is currently working on his third feature to-be-announced.
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LAURENCE DUCCESCHI 
(Executive Producer / Producer) 
Laurence Ducceschi began his work in film at Clint 

Eastwood’s Malpaso Productions on “Midnight in the 

Garden of Good and Evil.” Since that time, he has 

he ld staff pos i t ions in programming and 

development at CBS Entertainment and at Fox 

Television Studios as a producer/writer on various 

series and specials for A&E, AMC, Fox Movie 

Channel, and Animal Planet.  He has worked as a field 

producer for “The Today Show” and was VP of Production for von Zerneck/

Sertner Films, where he worked on projects for Lifetime Television, Starz Channel, ABC 

Family, Hallmark and Granada Entertainment. 

He now works as a co-producer on projects for A&E Networks, Sony Pictures 

Television, Silver Screen Pictures, The Motion Picture Corporation of America and TNT. 

He was executive producer on the independent feature “The Art of Being Straight” 

which was released theatrically and distributed internationally. He was also a producer 

on the hit series “East Los High” for Hulu. Whenever possible he lectures in the media 

department at UC Riverside where he enjoys teaching students about film/TV 

production.
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CINDY PETERS (Producer) 
Cindy Peters is an Emmy Award 

nominated producer and has worked 

her way through the ranks on such films 

as “Transformers,” “Mission Impossible III” and 

the series “Dexter,” “Six Feet Under” and “Monk.”  

She has worked on films with budgets as little as $1.80 

million to $180 million.  She was nominated for an 

Emmy for “The 11th Annual Ribbon of Hope Awards,” 

that celebrated programs highlighting education in 

the continuing fight against AIDS. Other notable 

produc ing work inc ludes “Coffee Date”, 

“Undercover Boss”, “The Biggest Loser”, “Unusual Suspects” and “Cities of the 

Underworld”.

KIM BARNARD (Co-Producer) 
Kim Barnard has worked in a number of areas of 

production; most notably “X-Men Origins: Wolverine,” 

“Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter” and “Red.”  She is 

based in New Orleans. 
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AARON TORRES (Cinematographer) 
Aaron Torres joins Jesse Rosen once again behind the 

camera having shot his first feature “The Art of Being 

Straight” with the director.  Torres received his MFA from 

USC specializing in cinematography. He has over 15 years 

of lighting experience and is the recipient of the ASC 

Charles Lang Cinematography Scholarship. He has shot 

many award winning shorts and music videos in 35mm 

and HD in the Los Angeles area. 

ROB SCHULBAUM (Editor) 
Rob Schulbaum graduated from Emerson College in 

2004 with a New Media degree. He has written and 

directed two features of his own, “Fallout” and “Action 

Flick.” Rob and director Jesse Rosen were roommates in 

college, and have collaborated several times before on 

short films. He is currently an editor for “Family Guy,” in 

addition to writing and directing his own films.
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JULIO PEREZ (Editor) 
Julio Perez has edited several award-winning films including 

Cannes favorite “The Myth of the American Summer” and 

Sundance winner “This is Martin Bonner.” Other films include 

“Havana Motor Club,” “It Follows,” “Dior and I,” 

“Something Real and Good,” “Sun Don’t Shine,” “The Myth 

of the American Sleepover,” “The City is Mine,” and the 

short films “CU@Ed’s,” “Virgin” and “Saudade.”   His TV 

work includes “When Vacations Attack,” “Untamed & 

Uncut,” “Shark Games” and “Modern Marvels.”
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THE REBIRTH BRASS BAND
Whether seen on HBO’s Treme or at their legendary 

Tuesday night gig at The Maple Leaf, Grammy-winning 

Rebirth Brass Band is a true New Orleans institution. 

Formed in 1983 by the Frazier brothers, the band has 

evolved from playing the streets of the French Quarter 

to playing festivals and stages all over the world. While 

committed to upholding the tradition of brass bands, 

they’ve also extended themselves into the realms of funk and hip-hop to create their 

signature sound. “Rebirth can be precise whenever it wants to,” says The New York 

Times, “but it’s more like a party than a machine. It’s a working model of the New 

Orleans musical ethos: as long as      

everybody knows what they’re doing, 

anyone can cut loose.” In the wake 

of the somet imes - s t r i ngen t 

competition amongst New Orleans 

brass bands, Rebirth is the 

undisputed leader of the pack, 

and they show no signs of slowing 

down.



Was your script inspired by some real-life event(s)?

Yes. My father and I both had some women trouble. We took a trip together to New 

Orleans and that’s really where it all started. There’s this picture of us, on Bourbon 

Street, with cigars (This has become a tradition in whatever city we go to). I saw in 

that picture my cockiness, my coming-of- age, and I kept going back to it during the 

writing process. I just wanted to capture that time as best I could.

Why did you  set the film in New Orleans?

New Orleans is a city of resilience. I knew this would be 

the perfect backdrop for a story about two people 

trying to put themselves back together again, as we 

continue to see with post-Katrina New Orleans.

What drew you to this story specifically?

I could never find a film that explored a father- son 

relationship in the way that I really wanted to. I 

wanted to see a father and son portrayed as 

friends yet troublemakers. If you can’t find the film, 

that’s usually a good sign. It means go make it.
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Q&A WITH WRITER/
DIRECTOR JESSE ROSEN
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Are there any notable scenes on the editing floor?

The movie is play-like, in that it is very dialogue heavy. So not many scenes were cut, 

but I did have to part with a lot of lines I loved.    The nude scene with James 

Morrison was a lot, well, nudier... We ended up having to do a circumcision.

What was one of your best moments during filming?

The time we got kicked out of the cemetery        

and a booming voice in a deep Southern 

accent yelled over a megaphone “Get your 

fat, film asses out of my cemetery….NOW!”

I also loved shooting the Bourbon Street 

sequence. We shot on Saturday night at 

midnight. My DP and I found the wildest 

section of the strip and followed James, 

then Bobby, walking the crazed, drunken street. A giant 

crowd formed, and started to follow us. They started screaming, thinking we 

were shooting the reality show “Cheaters” that shoots locally.    I ran alongside with a 
DSLR and it was really thrilling….. And scary.

Had you always planned the bittersweet ending, or did it evolve into 

that?

The first drafts of the film had a “happier” ending. Billy returned to Los 

Angeles and made up with Emily and they walked off into the sunset 
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needed to end.    Everybody lets go. The paradox of the son standing up to his 

father, and refusing to listen to take his advice, just when the father may be right, 

was really when the story clicked for me. There was no other ending at that point.

Has your father seen the film?

Like my first film, I had the 

awkward , now trad i t iona l 

pleasure of watching a rough-

cut with h im. He’s been 

enormously supportive.   When 

he read our first description of 

the movie and saw the father 

described as an “overbearing 

father” I got an email back in 

capital letters, “OVERBEARING!?”

How long did it take you to make the film?

It took three and a half years to get the script to a point where I thought it was 

ready to be made. Once I committed myself to shooting it (and quit my job), it was 

about six months before we landed in New Orleans. It would not have been 

made without the generous support of the people of New Orleans (or my 

friend Rachel’s comfortable, crew-friendly floor).



What’s next for you?

My next film is a comedy about yoga, a mother-daughter film actually, set in Los 

Angeles.
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The director Jesse Rosen (left) and his 

father Bruce Rosen (r ight) on 

Bourbon Street. 

James Morrison (left) and 

Bobby Campo (right) on set 

on Bourbon Street.
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CREDITS

     Featuring

JAMES MORRISON………………………..Nick

BOBBY CAMPO……..……….……………Billy

MAIARA WALSH…….……………………Emily

DEE WALLACE…….…………………..Maggie

RENE LE VANT…………………………….James

HELEN EIGENBERG ……………..………Lily

EDWARD R. COX………………….Messr. Darque

CHELSEA BRULAND………………………Kia

MET SALIH …………………………….Abbey

GABRIELLE STONE……………..……..…Jennifer

NADIA BROOKS……………….Jacques’ Imo’s Waitress

First Assistant Director

NICHOLAS VENERESO

Second Assistant Director

ANDY LUCE

Los Angeles Casting by

MARVIN PAIGE

Louisiana Casting

SUSIE LABRY



NICK VENEROSO……………Bellboy

BRENT PHILIP HENRY………Eric

CARLOS FOGLIA……………… Brad    

JOSEPH ROBERTS……………Drummer

JAKE ROSEN………………….Young Billy

GUSTAV VON BODUNGEN.........Concierge 

OLIVIA HENRY……………………….Emily’s Friend #1 
CATHERINE LIDSTONE ……...…….Emily’s Friend #2
WILLIAM G. GIL …………….……….Tourist #1

KHANISHA FOSTER.............................Breakfast Waitress

SUE REDMAN…………………………..Breakfast Hostess

L.A. UNIT

Production Coordinator……………..CHRISTINE TRIEBEL

P.A……………………………………RANCE COLLINGS

   SUE REDMAN

Costume Designer……………………...JESSIE MALTIN 

Key Make-up & Hair.............................RADA MAKSIMOVIC

Make-up Assistant…………………….ANGIE ARMES

Script Supervisor……………………….NADIA BROOKS

“A” Camera Operators / 1ST AC………RICH HAWKINSON

“A” Camera Operators / 2ND AC……….JOE 

DIBARTOLOMEO

Assistant Camera…………………….VINCENT PATIN

Gaffer.....................................................CORRIN HODGSON

Best Boy................................................MIKE ASINGER
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Production Sound Mixers.............……KEVIN BALLANTE

       ALEX DAWSON 

Catering..................................................CHEF REMI

Stills Photographer…………………….STEVE REISCH 

    

NEW ORLEANS UNIT (Additional Crew)

Production Manager………………… BEA ROUSE

Additional Photography……………. IAN WOOD

Production Assistants……………….RANCE COLLINS

        JESSICA ALTOMARO

              NATHAN MULLIGAN

         RYAN WOOLEY

Location Consultant...............................SCOTTIE BROWER

Production Designer………………ESTELLE FROMMENTIN

Art Director……………………….MELODI HALLENBACK

Location Consultant...............................SCOTTIE BROWER

Production Designer………………ESTELLE FROMMENTIN

Art Director……………………….MELODI HALLENBACK

   

Post Production Sound Services Provided by POST 

APOCALYPTIC, Pasadena, CA

                  

Supervising Sound Editor………........................TAMARA JOHNSON 

Sound Re-Recording Mixer………………….. TAMARA JOHNSON
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Dialogue Editors…………………………. TERENCE ERVAN

          JARED FORMAN 

               RUSSELL GORSKY 

Sounds EFX editor………………………..BENJAMIN DRAKE

ADR MIXERS…………………………….TAMARA JOHNSON

      JOHNNY WILSON

Sound Re-Recording Mixer……………….LARRY BENJAMIN

         ROBIN STEELE

Add’l Re-Recording Mixer………………MICHAEL KALIFA    

Assistant Editors................................…. MISHA TENENBAUM

      SCOTT HILL

Music Supervisors………………………KATHARINE WELCH

Music Consultant………………………HERBERT S. AUGUST

Production Accountant……………… LIBERTY TAX SERVICES  

Post Production Services…………………..….MTI FILM

Post Production Supervision………… BARBARA MARSHALL 

Colorist…………………………………TROY DAVIS

        TANNER BUSCHMAN

EPK…………………………………….LINDA BROWN

Trailer Supervisor…………………….STEVEN STONE

Trailer Editor………………………….WELLINGTON HARRISON
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Special Thanks:

Our friends and family for their support and encouragement

Michelle and Cathy for not just believing, but knowing…

Kim Jones for letting me steal Rob so many nights

Steve and Ivy Reisch for their warmth, their home, and their inspiration

Mike & Arlene Frank 

Peter Sadowski

Richelle Ringer for her unending Southern hospitality.

Thom and Monica Sigsby for sharing their home

Billy & Lori for allowing us to shoot their wedding

The Maple Leaf Bar & Grille

MTI FILM

Barbara Marshall

Jacques-Imo’s Restaurant

Vivek Gomber for his inspiration

Snug Harbor

Mike Barnard
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Lana Sackett Prudential Real Estate

John Rouse

Braden Aftergood, for his couch

Jennifer Schemke – Dauphine Rose Acting Studio

Trent Davis

Cindy Chen for all that faxing

New Orleans Film Commission

Stacey Keller – Enterprise Rentals

Cinelease Nola

Abita Beer

Zatarain’s

Zapp’s

Gran Semmes - Race and Religious

Hank Staples -

The Maple Leaf Bar

Jaques Leonardi - Jaques Imo's
New Orleans Film Commission

Pam Sitzman - La Pavillon Hotel

John Rotonti - Felix's Oyster Bar

Emile and Josie Maurer

Burt Benrund - Cafe Dumonde

City of New Orleans

Herb Import Company – Den A

Audubon Nature Institute
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Little Buddy

Bohemian Armadillo  B & B
Available Lighting

Person's houses you guys stayed at (your house Rachelle? and crew house)
Pauline Brothers

Rebirth Brass Band

Frenchy

THIS PRODUCTION WAS FILMED IN THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

IATSE

FILMED ON LOCATION IN LOUISIANA & LOS ANGELES

THIS DRAMATIZATION WAS INSPIRED BY A TRUE STORY.  CERTAIN CHARACTERS AND 

EVENTS HAVE BEEN FICTIONALIZED.

THIS MOTION PICTURE IS PROTECTED BY THE COPYRIGHT LAWS OF THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA AND OTHER COUNTRIES.  ANY UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION, 

COPYING OR USE OF ALL OR PART OF THIS MOTION PICTURE MAY RESULT IN CIVIL 

LIABILITIES AND/OR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAW.

COPYRIGHT © 2013 PLANET ON PAPER FILMS, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. COUNTRY 

OF FIRST PUBLICATION: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FREE RADICALZ

MALVERNBOY

PLANET ON PAPER FILMS, L.L.C.


